Design of a novel modal space sliding mode controller for electro-hydraulic driven multi-dimensional force loading parallel mechanism.
The electro-hydraulic driven multi-dimensional force loading parallel mechanism can meet the requirements of complex force loading. However, the force loading performance is affected by the strong dynamic coupling due to flexible load and structure characteristics of parallel mechanism, which is analyzed from the mathematical model built by the Newton-Euler method. In order to solve the coupling problem, a novel control strategy, modal space sliding mode control, is proposed. It can realize multi-dimensional force loading decoupling by a coordinating modal space controller. The modal space control framework is established based on the vibration theory, and the decoupling characteristics of modal space are analyzed. Furthermore, it is discussed that the consistency of modal space channels is required for the decoupling condition in degree of freedom space. In order to improve the tracking performance of modal space channels, a sliding mode controller is designed in the modal space by using the decoupling property of modal space. The modal space sliding mode controller not only reduces the chattering caused by coupling force, but also greatly improves the dynamic performance of modal space channels, as well as the consistency of modal space channels. The stability condition of the modal space sliding mode controller is given and proved by Lyapunov theorem. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed modal space sliding mode control, which can significantly reduce coupling force and improve the dynamic tracking performance.